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PLAYBOY

The Natural Issue
Back to Nature

Timmie Jean Lindsey was the first. The year was 1962. Doctors surgically enhanced the Texas housewife’s breasts using silicone implants, not knowing that they were about to spark a wildly popular new aesthetic movement and that tens of thousands of these surgeries would follow. By the 1980s, there was enough silicone bouncing around to fill an ocean. Today, however, connoisseurs of the female form have a new appreciation for the unenhanced breast. While we love the work of a good plastic surgeon as much as the next guy, we too lust for women untouched by the scalpel. Herewith, we’ve collected pictorials of fantastically beautiful women from our foreign editions, with not a drop of silicone among them. It starts with the Polish stunner Klaudia El Dursi—pictured here, looking lovely and all natural. Ready for more? Flip the page.
Rockin' Body

JOVANA TUBIC

Get a load of this babe from Belgrade.
Main Squeeze

KATJA MATKO

A Slovenian stunner with her little friend.
Waxing Brazilian

BIANCA BORBA

All natural in more ways than one.
Outdoor Action
SARA RAMSAK
Romance on the Soca River.
Nude Woman Reclining
BIRGIT AARSMA
Alone with a Dutch dream girl.
Sea Nymph

EVA SVETE

A Slovenian sweetheart's beach getaway.
Turkish Delight
OEZNUR ASRAV
Getting hot in the tropics.
Czech Mate

GABRIELA DVORAKOVA

A holiday in the Dominican Republic.
Hungary Heart
LINDA ZIMANY
What’s black, white and hot all over?
Love Boat
DARIA EPPERT
A German model at play in Sardinia.
The Perfect Body

DASHA ASTAFIEVA

What's the Ukrainian word for flawless?
Field of Dreams
KAMILA HERMANOVÁ
A Czech model in the tall grass
Polish Pulchritude

KLAUDIA EL DURSI

An exotic fantasy in Firlej.
Queen for a Day
LUCIA LACHKOVICOVA

Outside Cairo, a Bratislava beauty becomes Cleopatra.
Stairway to Heaven

LISA TOMACHEWSKY

In the Maldives with a hottie from Hamburg
Honey Rider
NUSA SKALA
Horse play with a lovely from Ljubljana.
Sun Goddess

MIRJANA PLAVIC

A Croatian model channels her inner cactus flower.
The Last Seduction
SONIA SANDERS
A Lithuanian model brings up the rear.
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